Erasmus – Educational Mobility (KA103/2020)
Sending language tests OLS - Online Linguistic Support
(Information from BWZ nr 13/20/SMS/2020/2021/ENG)
We would like to announce that the International Relations Office has assigned language assessment
(OLS language tests) to the following Erasmus students:
1) students who are going to study abroad in the first term or the whole academic year;
2) students who declared one of the following languages as their language of instruction:
English, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Finnish, French, Greek, Hungarian, Spanish, Dutch,
German, Portuguese, Romanian, Slovak, Italian or Swedish.
A link to the language assessment has been sent by the European Commission IT tool: OLS to
students’ email addresses in USOS system.
There will be 2 tests: before the mobility and after the mobility. The tests are obligatory for all Erasmus
students, with exception of native speakers of the given language.
If your result is C2, you will be exempt from the second test.
Please note! If, while contacting the host university, you find out that most courses will be held in a
language different from the one you declared during the qualification process, don’t start the assigned test
and please report the language change to Ms. Ewa Rak (ewa.rak@adm.uw.edu.pl). You will then be
assigned a language test in the correct language.
The information on what language of instruction you declared is visible in your USOSweb profile
<<wymiana studencka>>wyjazdy>>podgląd>>dane szczegółowe:

Please note: made language test is one of the conditions to have Erasmus schoolarship. If you will not have
inviting e-mail until 3th July, please contact Ms Ewa Rak (ewa.rak@adm.uw.edu.pl).
The link will be active for 2 months
1. If you assessment result is A1, A2 or B1 you will be automatically assigned a language course in the
given language.
2. If your result is B2, C1 or C2 you can participate in a course of the tested language on your request
(you choose this option in the system after you do the language test), ex. even if your result in
English is good (C1) you can still choose a course of English.
3. On your request, you can also participate in a course of the national language of the country where
you are going to study (you can choose this option in the system after you do the language test),
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ex. if you are going to study in Spain and your language of instruction is English, you can choose a
course of Spanish.
Please note! If you choose a language course on the OLS platform, you are obliged to participate in it on
regular basis.

Please note! You will be offered by platform OLS to take online language course. Read carrefully and
choose language carrefully.
Levels of courses
Language

Language courses

English, Franch, Spanish, Dutch, German, Italian

Up to C1

Portuguese

Up to B2

Czech

Up to A2

Bulgarian, Croatian, Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Greek, Lithuanian, Latvian,
Romanian, Slovak, Slovenian, Swedish, Hungarian

Up to A1

International Relations Office UW
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